The phenomenon of thermocapillarity, the response of fluids to thermal gradients due to thermal alteration of their surface tension, was first reported over a century ago. Since then, research has focused generally on either the fundamentals or mitigation of this effect during the processing of materials. Only in the past two decades has the deliberate use of thermocapillary forces for the patterning of polymers been actively pursued, either for the ordering of internal structure or the introduction of topographic features. This review seeks to highlight this work and further identify directions for further investigation. In particular, while thermocapillary forces are often inextricably bound to other mechanisms, there are emerging directions in the deliberate coupling of forces to improve the capabilities of each mechanism. Further, the applications of thermocapillary patterning to polymer-nanoparticle composites has recently provided another promising route to active architectures.
INTRODUCTION
The ability to form, reform, and fix soft matter through various means has led to its use since the dawn of history as a means of recording and reproducing patterns. In the last half century, this has been manifest in the field of microfabrication, where designer polymeric compounds and mixtures have been utilized to generate thin film etch masks for semiconductor processing 1 down to, with electron and helium ion beam techniques, 2 the single nanometer level. The increasing materials and tooling cost of these "top-down" methods have driven investigation of self-assembly alternatives, as the fundamental limit of "bottom-up" methods is the size of the building block (i.e. down to the atomic scale). Further, the use of self-assembly, promises the ability to extend patterning to 3D architectures, which, to accomplish via conventional microfabrication techniques requires either multilayer, aligned patterning or serial direct write. 3 These techniques can be cost and time prohibitive respectively. Self-assembly, however, possesses the disadvantage of removing much of the control of the final pattern from the lithographer. This can result in unwanted effects, such as thermodynamic or kinetic defects or degenerate final states. To address this challenge, hybrid techniques of topdown templates for bottom-up patterns have been developed. Probably the earliest example of such a method is the now-ubiquitous use of rubbed surfaces for the templating of liquid crystalline (LC) alignment. 4 Here, an imposed bias of the orientation of the top and bottom of the mesostructured material, serves to direct the assembly of the rest of the material. 5 Numerous other examples of such processes exist, particularly in the field of block copolymer (BCP) 6, 7 and colloidal lithography. 8, 9 This report seeks to highlight one approach-the use of thermocapillary forces to convert thermal gradients into transient templates for the directed assembly of polymers and polymer composites. While the groundwork for these methods extends back to the early days of microfabrication and the understanding of the enabling physics even further, it is only in the last decade or so that thermocapillary processing has been applied to the deterministic patterning of polymers. Despite this, the advantages of this family of techniques over other approaches, particularly the fundamental and universal nature of the driving forces, assures that applications of thermocapillary methods will continue to expand.
Recorded investigations of the Marangoni effect, of which thermocapillarity is a subset, date back to Thomson , who proposed a mechanism for the effect in 1855. 10 In this manuscript, he describes several experiments that elucidate what he would later call "the tears of wine" phenomenon, as well as explain the phenomena reported in 1835 by Varley on vortices observed in turpentine and aqua vitae. 11 In Thomson's report, he described flows in ethanol-water mixtures as arising from evaporation-induced surface tension gradients. The mathematical formalism of this mechanism would be later established through the work of Gibbs and Marangoni.
The most basic expression for the Marangoni effect relates a surface shear to gradients in surface tension as . For the thermocapillary effect, this may be rewritten by judicious application of the chain rule as , where is the Marangoni coefficient, ⁄ . The magnitude of is generally on the order of 10 -10
• ⁄ and negative. The relative significance of the magnitude and sign will be discussed further, however, the magnitude is low enough that the generated shear is only relevant in soft matter. While there are many overlaps and crossovers, it is possible to generally classify thermocapillary phenomena to (Figure 1a Figure 1 and will now be treated in turn. As alluded to, other Marangoni methods for polymer patterning, such as photomodification of surface tension [12] [13] [14] [15] or breath figures, 16 while highly promising, are beyond the scope of this review, unless coupled to thermocapillary forces.
Marangoni-Bénard Convection
It is well known that the principle action in fluids heated from below is Rayleigh-Bénard (RB) convection that occurs due to buoyant forces. In 1901, Bénard recorded observations of a different phenomenon-the formation of regular cellular structures of high symmetry on the heating of a thin viscous liquid film ( Figure  2a) . 17 Such cells are not predicted through conventional RB convective flow. Block would later attribute these structures to thermocapillary-dominated MB convection, 18 with a theoretical treatment to soon follow from Pearson. 19 In this process, spontaneous fluctuations in film height lead to localized cooler high regions, resulting in generation of thermal gradients and thermocapillary shear on the surface (Figure 1a) . A critical feature of this process that arose from Pearson's treatment is the idea of a dimensionless quantity that characterizes the relative strength of the surface shear as compared to viscous effects. His selection of parameters has been modified in subsequent treatments into the Marangoni number:
Where is a characteristic length scale for the experiment, is the dynamic viscosity, and is the thermal diffusivity. Through stability analysis and comparison to the Ralyeigh number, Pearson showed that for a given set of thermal conditions and sample geometry (specifically >80 corresponding to films of ~1 or less), MB convection is the dominant instability mode and characteristic periodic features could be predicted. MB convection has since been investigated thoroughly both theoretically and experimentally and has been the subject of multiple reviews and texts.
Treatments of MB convection with regards to organic and composite patterns were in mitigating the effect during casting. In such applications, relevant most significantly to photolithography and colloidal/sol-gel deposition, the desired geometry is as uniform and flat a film as achievable; however, striations and MB cells were regularly observed on the nano and microscale. These unwanted wrinkling effects were attributed by Daniels et al. to MB convection due to the thermal gradient established by the evaporative cooling of the solution during the rapid evaporation that occurs in the later stages of the casting process. 20 Beyond thermocapillary effects, due to solvocapillary effects, such a process is necessarily also coupled to the mass-transport Marangoni number:
Where represents the local concentration fraction of solute in solvent and is the diffusivity. This accounts for surface energy changes that occur due to local variations in concentration as the solvent evaporates. Later de Gennes theoretical treatment estimated that such corrugations should occur on the order of 0. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] roughly independent of the sample thickness, but dependent on diffusion and entanglement of the thin film, and that the behavior was dominated by solvocapillary forces. 21 Birnie and coworkers would further the understanding of experimentally observed results by several groups through models that included incorporation of multiple solvents and surfactants to predict the instabilities and the efficacy of different approaches for their . Reprinted from [17] which is in the public domain. (b) AFM scan and schematic of near unity aspect ratio cellular structures produced by combined MB convection and synergistic phase separation of PS and PVP. Reprinted with permission from [36] . Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society. (c) Porous striations and (d) nanoporous samples produced by a 9:1 ratio of PS to PEG in spun coat benzene solution. (c) was produced from a 10% polymer solution while (d) was produced from a 1% solution. Reprinted with permission from [37] . Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.
suppression. [22] [23] [24] In this work it was concluded again that the solvocapillary forces dominated the thermocapillary and that the key to reducing the effect was providing a cosolvent to balance out the forces that was (i) less volatile than the carrier solvent and (ii) had a higher surface tension.
The nature of this instability leads to shallow corrugations on the hundreds of scale; as result, it generally remains a nuisance to those seeking repeatable, flat films for patterning. While several groups would report empirical observations of interesting morphologies forming under different casting conditions, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] the deliberate structuring by such coupled thermo-and solvocapillary effects requires additional engineering of the process. While the thermocapillary effects were generally secondary, the interrelation of the two effects is too critical, and some of the key results will now be discussed.
A more systematic manipulation of the properties of evaporation was pursued by Bassou and Rharbi. Bassou and Rharbi looked at conditions including (i) the starting thickness, (ii) polymer loading, and (iii) the evaporation rate. 30 The major patterning conclusions were that cell wavelength varied linearly with the initial film thickness, the amplitude of corrugation varied with the evaporation rate, and neither varied with polymer loading. Recently, Yiantsios, Serpetsi, and colleagues would combine this experimental work with additional experiments to improve their earlier developed model. 31 In this report, the developed a finite elements model that could accurately reproduce the experimental features and could in the future be used for more predictive modeling. 32 Despite this, polymeric patterning by pure controlled MB convection has not yet reached the level obtained in the sol gel community, where recent reports by Uchiyama, Matsui, and Kozuka on highly thermal and rate controlled dip coating has demonstrated a great deal of manipulation of ordered MB features with aspect ratios approaching 0.1 . 33, 34 This was accomplished by the addition of cosolvent as prescribed by Birnie. [22] [23] [24] A similar approach that has been attempted in polymer patterning is the incorporation of polymer phase separation. Kumacheva et al. reported the formation of ordered protrusions of poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) occurring on poly(dimethylsiloxane) PDMS and PS films upon evaporation. 35 Cui et al. employed controlled phase separation of immiscible polymers during evaporation to trigger the formation of a hexagonally perforated film of poly(styrene) (PS) above poly(2-vinylpyridine) (PVP), with an optional top PVP layer (Figure 2b) . 36 These structures possessed spacing of down to 2~3 with depths up to 2 . As will become apparent, these results are rather extraordinary for capillary methods. The mechanism for this formation was a synergistic coupling of the phase separation and the MB convection and was enhanced by slowing the rate of evaporation. Kim et al. studied similar assembly in mixtures of PS and poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) during spin casting. 37 In this study, it was shown that the hole arrays could be focused into stripes by the spinning (Figure 2c ). These stripes could be dispersed by using slower-evaporating carrier solvents, or by diluting the polymer in the spin solution. When the polymer solution became dilute, the holes decreased in size to the subscale (Figure 2d ).
Irrespective of these advances, the desire for high-resolution, high-aspect ratio patterns on a general set of polymers led to the development of experimental apparatus with the specific goal to direct the thermocapillary instability due to a transverse thermal gradient. These experiments may be characterized as transverse ZA.
Transverse Zone Annealing
The concept of ZA arises from traditional materials processing. Thermal gradients have long been used in a kinetic sense to control the undercooling of a forming phase, thereby initiating continuous growth fronts in classical crystal growth 38, 39 and growth of forming soft matter mesophases, such as crystalline macrostructures, 40 liquid crystals 41 or block copolymers. 42 This process may be classified as hot ZA, defined as a ZA process where the temperature of annealing is well above the homogeneous melt temperature. This is to distinguish it from cold ZA, which will be discussed below. The dominant driving forces in hot ZA processes are most generally epitaxial templating due to the previously formed phase, and the final results are, most generally, homogenous in macroscopic form. This is not the case in transverse hot ZA (Figure 1b) , wherein the goal is to utilize the thermal gradient between a hot substrate and cold superstrate to generate formation of self-assembled capillary bridges of some melt. In other words, the distinction is that transverse ZA involves the evolution of the macroscopic geometry of the final sample (e.g. the transformation from a polymer thin film to an array of polymer cells or pillars) while conventional hot ZA involves the evolution of the internal structure (e.g. driving the formation of a thin film with an oriented, single crystalline microstructure). The distinction between MB convection and transverse ZA is one of apparatus-in MB convection the gradients are a result of evaporative cooling or convective heat transfer and, thusly, are dynamic and transient, while, in transverse ZA, the gradients are deliberately imposed by the experimental setup, and, as a result, can act to a much greater extent on the assembly.
The earliest application of transverse ZA was by Chou and colleagues, who demonstrated that an imposed thermal gradient would lead to pillar formation in a thin film polymer melt, and further that the locations of the assembled pillars could be guided hierarchically by patterns in the cooled superstrate (Figure 3a) . 43, 44 While initially attributed to electrostatic instability, a subsequent rigorous experimental and theoretical treatment by Schäffer, Steiner and colleagues [45] [46] [47] [48] would show that features such as whether the instability led to the formation of 1D ridges or 2D pillars (Figure 3b ) and the dominant wavelength of the instability could be predicted quantitatively via a combination of (i) minimal surface energy, (ii) maximal heat transfer, and (iii) thermocapillary driving forces. The results of this model would be used by Peng et al. to develop more uniform patterns. 49 These results were more recently reviewed by Dietzel and Troian 50 who proposed a refined model that addressed inconsistencies in the prior treatment, [50] [51] [52] with Marangoni forces taken as a significant component of the evolution driving force. The theoretical and experimental conclusions of these initial studies will now be explored.
In both treatments, the governing equation for evolution of the film in transverse (and also longitudinal) ZA, is the lubrication approximation of the Navier-Stokes equation:
This expression describes the evolution of a thin fluid film as a result of flows due to a balance of the Laplace pressure, , and the Marangoni shear. From the standpoint of experimental design, for a material such as PS ( 30 / , 0.07 / • ) 53 temperatures up to ~450 , beyond which the surface becomes neutral, leads to a difference in surface tension. In practice, the experimental results were obtained from much lower temperature ranges, 110-175 , bounded by the glass transition ( ) and thermal degredation temperatures of the employed polymers. The key to the approach, however, is the thermal gradients. By manufacturing spacers on the order of 100-2000 nm, thermal gradients of up to 10 / could be achieved, which would correspond roughly to shear of 100
. It is important to note that this shear is not directly applied to the polymer film-from (3), which is a 2D equation, a flat film will lead to 0. Rather, as with MB convection, instabilities will lead to the evolution of surface shear and pattern formation, and the nature of the dominant instability is dependent on several considerations.
Schäffer and Steiner established that a simple minimal total surface argument was a sufficient predictor of whether 1D ridges or 2D pillars would form for a given film height to gap height ratio. The transition from ridges to pillars is therefore predicted by the criteria (Figure 3c ):
Where is the initial film height and is the gap width. 47 Once morphology is established, the next important consideration is the wavelength of the instability. Schäffer and Steiner did provide a prediction of the fastest growing wavelength based on purely thermal arguments, setting 0 in Equation (3) and relying on radiation pressure of acoustic phonons, with a small surface tension correction to derive:
Where ∆ , is the substrate, superstrate temperature difference, is thermal conductivity, is the ratio of polymer to air thermal conductivity, is the polymer speed of sound and is a fitting parameter of acoustic quality factor. While this agreed with the experimental data, and were fitted parameters. Dietzel and Troian, 52 using a thermocapillary argument, derived:
While this predicted fastest mode agreed well with simulations, it would take a subsequent in situ study of morphological development to demonstrate that Equation (6) more closely represented the dynamic evolution of the pattern. 54 This did, however, require that the thermal conductivity of the polymer melt remain as a fitted parameter, which was uniformly higher than the bulk melt property, possibly due to chain alignment during assembly.
Examining the patterning implications of Equation (6), the aspect ratio, here characterized by / , of the derived pillar arrays at small and increases with √∆ , with the largest observed / 0.1 before decreasing as approaches ( Figure 4a ). Such results were atypical, and aspect ratios of ~0.05 were more often observed. While an improvement on single-phase MB convection, the patterns were still stochastic. The symmetry of the resulting patterns (when in 2D), much as with MB cells and other naturally occurring phenomenon with a dominant wavelength, was most generally a quasihexagonal close packing. This morphology arose naturally in the simulations of Dietzel and Troian. 52 Unlike MB convection, however, the shaping of the superstrate could act as a template for higher thermal gradients and influence the symmetry of the final structures. If the superstrate contacted the polymer, the polymer could be driven to partially or completely wet the walls and form bridges if the walls were closely spaced. 55 Additionally, if the patterns did not contact the polymer, the hexagonal packing could be enhanced by selection of a commensurate template, such as shown in the result in Figure 3b , or by choosing a noncommensurate template, other packings could be arrived at. In the same study, Chou and Zhuang showed that rectangular stamps with dimensions approaching small numbers of would result in square and linear (when one dimension approached ) packings in turn. 44 Square packings in Dietzel and Troian's simulation could also be arrived at by tilting the top superstrate to induce some horizontal flow.
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It was also shown that direct stamp replication was possible, since instabilities that mimicked the top pattern would be favored when the critical size of the top pattern was >10x the height of resultant polymer structure ( Figure  4b ). 43, 44, 46, 56 McLeod and Troian pushed this method of patterning to its natural limit by generating pillar template features that approached ( Figure 4c ). 57 While this was only a short report, it was observed that the grown pillars either matched or multiplied the top wavelength, but that the ordered structures return to disordered as is reached, thus eliminating the possibility of highresolution/aspect ratio patterning via the top template. This limits the capabilities of the technique as a competitive fabrication approach. Despite this, performing incomplete transverse ZA, i.e. where the formation is halted before complete bridging occurs, remains an attractive method of non-contact embossing for, for example, multilens arrays 57 and polymer photonics, though experimental application to these ends has not yet been reported in literature.
While a majority of the transverse ZA work has focused on extreme thermal gradients generated by nanoscale gaps, Kumacheva and colleagues, in two early reports roughly coinciding with the previously discussed transverse ZA studies, demonstrated MB convection of polymer resins was driven by an imposed thermal gradient of only 10 -10 / . 58 59 The morphologies observed in these studies were completely attributed to the thermocapillary mechanism with extremely low aspect ratios (10 -10 ) . Consistent with Equation (6) at the low gradient limit, the period of the hexagonal structures that emerged decreased linearly with increasing temperatures. Interestingly, a transition between "rolls" (linear) and "hexagonal" features was also observed in certain polymer systems, though here it was attributed to viscoelastic effects rather than minimum surface energy. By using a photoresist as the patterned polymer, the pattern could be locked in. In their second report, Xu et al. would also report preliminary experiments with a liquid bilayer where the lower layer was the photoresist and would be deformed by the convection cell of the upper layer. 58 This result will be discussed further below.
Longitudinal Zone Annealing
As discussed above, thermal gradients applied along phase growth fronts, or longitudinal hot ZA, is often used to template the development of ordered organic and inorganic media passing through an order-to-disorder transition (ODT) in reverse. In such experiments, thermocapillary effects are secondary. In soft matter, however, the shear generated by thermocapillarity can be of a sufficient magnitude to influence the alignment of ordered phases below an ODT (Figure 1c ). The work on such cold longitudinal ZA has been pioneered by Karim and coworkers to drive the ordering and alignment of soft matter systems possessing mesoscale structure, most particularly BCPs [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] and nanoparticlepolymer composites, 65,67-69 but more recently also lyotropic LCs. 70 In these experiments, a soft thin film is passed over, generally linearly, but in a recent report, radially, 60 a hot wire that is located between two cold blocks ( Figure 5a ). In this way, thermal gradients on the order of 10 / are generated. These are considerably less than those present in the transverse ZA work discussed above. As a result, the effects of thermocapillary shear compete with several other mechanisms. This is especially apparent in the work on BCPs. In these phase-separating systems of linked polymers, effects of parameters such as the nature of the surface, film thickness/confinement, and annealing environment/kinetics are known to have a large effect on the final morphology. 7, 71 While it has been demonstrated by Register and coworkers that surface shear is a clear driving force for domain alignment, [72] [73] [74] the presence of a plurality of driving forces can lead to additional effects. This is seen in the cold longitudinal ZA work on cylindrical BCP as the competition between perpendicular and parallel alignment of the domains with the thermal gradient. While the parallel alignment is a result of the [64] which is not subject to copyright. (c) AFM scans of a PS-b-PMMA BCP sample at different stages of the ZA process with a peak temperature of 221 . Time is indicated in hours along with the temperature at that point of the history. The results indicate that the ordering is not completed until both sides of the gradient are experienced. Scale bar is 500 . Reproduced from [63] with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. (d) TEM micrographs of nanoparticle polymer composites of PS-coated gold nanoparticles in a PMMA matrix generated by a combination of longitudinal ZA with additional thermal expansion soft shear. Reproduced from [67] with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. thermocapillary shear (Figure 5b ), the vertical alignment has been attributed to a combination of a related thermomechanical effect of shear due to mismatch of the multiphase thermal expansion and surface preference of the phase separated system. [60] [61] [62] Much as with MB convection, the thermal expansion effect dominates as the thickness of the film is increased. 62 This is most clearly demonstrated in recent work on rotational cold ZA. 60 By rotating the BCP sample over the hot wire, films of different thicknesses could be exposed to differing rates of gradient shear, and the final morphologies were shown to be highly sensitive not only to thickness, but also to shear rate, which should not affect the thermocapillary mechanism. Further, incorporation of ionic liquid into the BCP greatly enhanced perpendicular alignment by (a) plasticizing the polymer matrix and (b) lowering surface effects by forming a low energy top layer. This allowed for generation of 80% vertically aligned films at rates of up to 300 / .
In scenarios where parallel alignment is desired, it is necessary to either use long annealing times (velocities of ~1 / ), 63, 64 softer, lyotropic LC phases, 70 coupling to confinement effects, 75 or enhance the surface shear effect. Karim and coworkers have approached this problem through incorporating a top layer with high thermal expansion (generally formed of PDMS) to generate a thermal expansion shear to add to the thermocapillary shear. 66, 67, 69 This approach has allowed for the rapid / ) generation of parallel-oriented BCP thin films 66 and BCP 69 and homopolymer nanoparticle composites (Figure 5c ). 67 To achieve such results by thermocapillary shear alone requires increased thermal gradients. What prevents arbitrary increase of the thermal gradient in longitudinal cold ZA is the difficulty of fabricating such sharp static thermal gradients without increasing the temperature over the ODT or even the decomposition temperature of the system. The former issue can be addressed by using strongly segregating BCP systems, which possess exceptionally high ODTs, and the latter can be addressed by replacing the static thermal gradient with a dynamic one. This has been done through the application of laser spike annealing (LSA) to thermocapillary ZA.
LSA has been utilized as an alternative to a standard thermal treatment in semiconductor technology [76] [77] [78] and more recently, for the annealing of soft materials, such as chemically amplified photoresists 79, 80 and for BCP microphase separation. 81, 82 In this technique, a high intensity continuous wave (CW) or pulsed laser is rapidly scanned across an absorbing surface, such as a silicon wafer substrate supporting the device or polymer film. The local temperature at the laser spot spikes to a high value and then, once the laser light is removed, very rapidly drops back to ambient temperature. Because of this, both the temperature and annealing time of the thin film can be controlled by selection of laser intensity and exposure time. Additionally, annealing can be performed while avoiding unwanted effects, such as material degradation or diffusion. Singer et al. demonstrated that, by focusing a high numerical aperture, diffraction-limited CW laser spot onto an absorbing substrate, thermal gradients of up to 10 / could be generated that led to ordering and alignment of a strongly segregated PS-b-PDMS BCP from a metastable micelle phase at write speeds of 30-100 / (Figure 6a) . 83 Despite the extreme thermal gradients in this focused LSA (FLaSk anneal), only a small selection of write powers and speeds led to shear into an ordered phase, demonstrating the level of thermocapillary shear required to achieve rapid ordering. Singer et al. showed that by incorporating solvothermal annealing (swelling the films during heating in a selective solvent 84 ), the workable range could be greatly expanded by a combined solvo-and thermocapillary shear and evaporative cooling (Figure 6b ). The degree of alignment was observed to improve with higher write speeds, contrary to intuition. This may be attributed to the dynamic evolution of temperature in the experiment leading to effectively sharper gradients. The FLaSk approach had the added advantage that the ordering was localized to a desired target area, thus being a direct write method that could write complex patterns for the domains to track. The disadvantage of this localization was that the focused nature of the laser beam led to misalignment to the sides of the laser spot (Figure 6a ). This was especially the case at lower speeds and highest focuses.
After this initial demonstration, Majewski, Yager and coworkers [85] [86] [87] [88] and Jin et al. 89 both demonstrated LSA with line-focused beams. Such 1D thermo-optical sources have the advantage of producing unidirectional thermal gradients, similar to conventional cold ZA described above, that avoid the radial gradients. As the heat source is confined in one less dimension, this came at the cost of reduced FIGURE 7 SEM micrographs of LSA results on (a) lamellar and (b) hexagonal cylinders of PS-PMMA BCP. Scans were halted mid-experiment to highlight the steps of the process, where the samples are taken to the weak-segregation limit before being sheared by expansion and thermocapillarity to high order on the secondary gradient. Scale bar is 300 nm. Reprinted with permission from [89] . Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society. gradient magnitudes of 10 ~10 / . To overcome the reduction of gradient magnitude these groups employed multiple passes, 85 thermal expansion-assisted shear, [85] [86] [87] [88] post annealing, 88 or optimized surface effects. 89 In the latter case, Jin et al. utilized graphene as a low energy surface to promote the desired alignment and, in addition to the previously studied hexagonal cylinders, employed lamellar block copolymers, where the thermal expansion effects that drove the perpendicular ordering in the earlier-discussed cold ZA work would act to break the degeneracy of these 1D systems, leading to alignment simultaneously parallel and perpendicular to the writing direction ( Figure  7a,b) . The net result of these studies was a high level of order produced rapidly with control over the ordering and alignment kinetics, and the nanostructures generated through this route were applied as masks for the multiple deposition of metal gratings to produce transparent conductors.
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Thermocapillary Dewetting
It is important to note that the magnitudes of the thermal gradients in LSA cold ZA, particularly . Guides to the eye have been added to indicate the tilt of the grating. Based on this tilt, we can deduce the raster speed to ~100
/ though the line-toline spacing was not reported. Reproduced with permission from [115] . those employed in FLaSk annealing, are similar to those employed in transverse ZA to generate complete microscopic thin film dewetting. Indeed, the behavior predicted by Equation (3) for in-plane thermal gradients is a much more direct evolution of the film height than the instabilities of transverse ZA. While thinning of the treated film was observed in the FLaSk studies, 83, 90 other LSA ZA reports have not mentioned this phenomenon. This is likely because the gel-like state of BCPs below their ODT leading to relatively slower kinetics for their dewetting, such that only the highest thermal gradients (i.e. those employed in FLaSk) led to dewetting on the timescale of annealing. In contrast, dewetting of fluids under point thermal heating (Figure 1d ) is a relatively well known phenomenon in metallurgical fields.
During welding of metallic components, -spots of the object are heated with flames that range from 1,000~30,000 . As a result, thermal gradients once again up to 10 / are regularly generated in the molten slag. The resultant thermocapillary migration is observed as a ridge of material surrounding the "weld pool" of material melted during the weld, and has been studied mainly for its mitigation during welding. [91] [92] [93] [94] In the late 1970s and early 1980s, similar surface rippling during the LSA of semiconductor thin films was observed by multiple researchers 95, 96 and later attributed to thermocapillary forces by Cline et al. 97 This effect and its suppression has been subsequently studied in laser 92 
103-105
Grigoropolous, one of the coauthors of these initial studies, and others would develop the optical analysis 105, 106 and necessary models to predict these deformations. 107 Their model, which used finite difference time domain (FDTD) analysis of the velocity profile to track the evolving height, predicted the early evolution of the metallic structures, but not the eventual formation of a sort of reverse dewetting, resulting in small central caps (the so called "sombrero" features (Figure 8a) ). These features in metal alloys have been attributed to solid state solvocapillary effects, namely, the diffusion of species within the alloy increasing the surface tension and therefore causing a backflow as the concentration shifts. 102, 103 Despite these and other investigations in metals 108 and later silicon, 109,110 thermocapillary dewetting of polymers by LSA was only investigated in the past decade. The first method to accomplish this was developed by Lyutakov and coworkers. [111] [112] [113] [114] In their approach, they applied a diffraction limited 415 CW focused spot to heat a dye doped polymer films of ~1 of PS and PMMA. 114 The beam was rastered over a 20 X 20 square region in a periodic scan of unreported speed and line spacing; however, as will be discussed, the slow raster direction speed can be deduced as ~100 / . At a given power threshold, buildup of the polymer on the slow scan sides of the square was observed (Figure 8b) . Powers above this threshold led to disordered polymeric patterns, attributed to polymer degradation. This was likely a result of the film thickness, as the low thermal conductivity polymeric films will continuously heat up during the raster, such that a sufficient dewetting gradient will correspond to a damaging thermal condition at some point during the exposure time of the raster. When a relatively slow translation of 2-12 / was applied in the fast raster direction, these buildups led to periodic grating structures (Figure 8c ). There is a slight tilt in the grating relative to the direction of motion. This can be attributed to the horizontal motion of the raster midpoint during a single vertical raster scan. The angle of this grating allows for the deduction of speed above. The parametric evolution of these structures was investigated in the first 115 and a subsequent publication, 113 with the following conclusions: (i) period of the gratings would vary with polymer type and linearly with writing speed with a slope of 0.2~0.3 , which, should be noted, is very close to the deduced raster rate, (ii) the grating height amplitude of the final patterns was higher for lower molecular weights of the same polymer and would rise linearly with thickness of the film at a slope of ~0.25 until it went asymptotic at 600~800 nm, and (iii) the local chemistry of the film surfaces was not observed to change. As the molecular weights of the polymers used to arrive at conclusion (i) were not reported, it is possible, and based on more recent literature, likely, that crosstalk between observations (i) and (ii) exists. Also of interest, while not plotted for all samples, / 0.2~0.3 for the highest aspect ratio samples.
Part of the difficulty with the approach of Lyutakov was that by using dye doped polymers, the films had to be relatively thick to absorb enough light and therefore the degredation issues discussed above would occur. Singer, Kooi, Thomas and colleagues used the FLaSk method that would later be applied to BCP to avoid this issue. 90, 116 Specifically, by using the substrate as the heat source and further, only of polymeric film, the dewetting could occur at a much higher temperature and shorter time respectively. In this way, a high power diffraction limited spot could initiate temperatures simulated to be up to 600°C with maximum thermal gradients once again at 10 / . At these temperatures and thermal gradients, the dewetting process with beam motion at a rate of 100 / would lead to 1:1 direct write of a trench-ridge structure ( Figure  9a) . A similar direct write method would also be adopted by Lyutakov and colleagues, instead using highly dye doped (4 wt. %) polymer thin films at rates of up to 10 mm/s. 111, 117 Another related non-laser approach is the work of Rogers and colleagues on thermocapillary dewetting for the purification of carbon nanotubes (CNTs). 118 Here Joule heating, and later laser heating, 119 was used to initiate the temperature rise, with the CNTs acting as line heat sources. By using a very low melting point molecular resist film, a temperature rise of only ~10 was sufficient to initiate dewetting. As the nanotubes are <100 in diameter, this still corresponded to 10 / gradients and complete dewetting of a 30 film would occur in ~10 (Figure 9b ). As the metallic CNTs experienced a much greater current, or laser absorption, and therefore heating, relative to their semiconducting counterparts, the dewetting could be tuned to only occur for the metallic CNTs, thus allowing for their removal by etching. Further, by coupling AFM and Joule force microscopy measurements, they were able to develop a predictive kinetic model of this 1D process using a version of Equation (3). 118, 120 While data from the initial studies of Lyutakov is somewhat limited, the subsequent FLaSk work of Singer and Lyutakov along with the Rogers work taken together provide interesting insights into the thermocapillary dewetting process of polymer. What makes this phenomenon more quantitatively more complex than, for example, the dewetting of transverse ZA is exactly what makes it more qualitatively simple-the fact that the heating is localized. The qualitative simplicity arises from natural intuition as to how the film should evolve. In essence, the molten parts of the polymer film should migrate away from the hot regions forming a local "trench" without material and a "ridge" of buildup. The quantitative complexity is a result of terms that are generally taken as constant in the governing equation, Equation (3), are instead spatial and temporal functions. The major complications arise from: (i) the nature of the heat source, (ii) the viscosity/mobility of the melt, and (iii) overlap effects. As for the thermal source, this is also more an issue for the FLaSk studies than the CNTs. In FLaSk, the temperature of the heat source depends on the extent of dewettingwhere the substrate is the heat source, the transparent polymer over-layer acts as an antireflection coating (ARC), thus increasing the amount of absorbed light by up to 30%, and where dye is acting as the heating agent, the absorption is exponentially proportional to the film thickness due to Beer-Lambert behavior. In all experiments, the viscosity of the fluid can no longer be taken as constant as the material passes through a melting/glass transition temperature. Further, in glassy polymers, because there is a glass transition as opposed to complete melting, the viscosity is more varied than the metallic case considered by Grigopolous or even the molecular resist considered by Rogers. In these latter cases, treating the viscosity as uniform is acceptable as most of the material migration necessarily occurs in the hottest regions, thus mirroring the / write speeds. Reproduced with permission from [117] . Copyright 2016 Elsevier. results on LSA of liquids. [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] In FLaSk of polymers, however, some consideration needs to be taken of the viscosity/mobility of the polymeric melts. Finally, in contrast to ablation or photolithography, where overlap effects are directly additive, in dewetting material is moved rather than removed, and thusly, the temporal sequence of overlapped patterning is critical. It is often difficult to separate these effects in the observed results and so the major conclusions of these studies with regard to these aspects will now be discussed.
In a parametric study of FLaSk of glassy polymeric thin films, Singer et al. concluded that the only materials parameter important to the final observed morphology to first order was the molecular weight of the polymer. 90 Further, this work showed that for a given polymer thickness, the final morphologies were self-similar ( Figure  9c) , akin to what has been shown for the resmoothing of stepped polymer features on melting. 126 This indicated that the properties such as the surface affinity, chemical nature of the polymer, and even the glass transition temperature of the polymer were relatively unimportant due to the massive driving force of the extreme gradient. Instead, simulations suggested that the final morphology was related directly to the ARC effect on the thermal profile. The experimentally-informed finite element simulations revealed that the height profile adopted by the film was such that the ARC effect would provide a given thermal steady state profile (Figure 10a ). It was further proposed that this thermal profile was a steady state solution to Equation (3) with varying viscosity (determined by MW) and surface tension (determined by the laser intensity and ARC effect). At optimal molecular weight (>100 kDa) and thickness (near peak reflectivity) aspect ratios of ~0.1, similar to those obtained in transverse ZA could be obtained.
The other way that the effect of the viscosity manifested in these experiments was the rate of feature formation. In contexts where the mobility was in some way uneven or unable to keep up with the beam, additional periodic features along the path would emerge. This was seen in Singer et al. as periodic segmentation of the line patterns with period that approached the trench width. Such features appeared either when (a) a same-species polymer brush substrate coating was used, predicted to affect the through-thickness polymer mobility, or (b) when a low molecular weight polymer was coated above a high molecular weight ( Figure  10b ). Lyutakov and colleagues reported similar periodic effects would emerge as the rate of patterning would increase (Figure 10c,d) . 117 These results point to the moving thermal excitation occurring a rate faster than would allow for the steady state profile to occur due to coupling between the local heating and . Here the proximity of the tubes leads to trapping of a small quantity of the molecular mask between them. Reproduced with permission from [118] . Copyright 2014 Nature Publishing Group. (b) AFM image of silver-coated polymer "tooth" structures. Here the FLaSk dewetting is first triggered in one direction (back left to front right) and then in the perpendicular direction leading to anisotropic structures by sequential overwriting. Reproduced with permission from [111] . Copyright 2015 Elsevier. (c) SEM images of silicon gratings produced by pattern transfer of overlapping FLaSk lines with line spacing indicated in corner of image. Overlapping line features initially become bidisperse before collapsing to a single set of features with sub-spot sizes, the smallest being ~70 features at ~500 spacing arising from a 200 write spacing. Reproduced with permission from [116] .
thickness. As a result, the beam would build up a thick layer of polymer ahead, which would not fully dewet before the beam had moved on in a cycle that would periodically repeat.
The final unusual result of these studies were the effects of overlapping heat sources. In the work of Rogers and colleagues on CNTs, dewetting of closely-spaced, parallel CNTs was observed to trap a small ridge of the protective coating between the CNTs during dewetting ( Figure  11a) . 118 This is a stable position as the gradients point away from the CNTs, making the area between a minimum gradient region despite its high temperature. In the laser work, the heat sources, being produced from individual line exposures, are spaced both spatially and temporally. As a result, subsequent exposures can alter the morphology of prior. Lyutakov, for example, overlapped orthogonal grating structures to create square lattices of bifurcated heights 113 and, with silver-coated polymers, anisotropic silver "tooth" structures ( Figure  11b ). 111 Additionally, by placing the high-speed lines at close proximity, regular 2D structures were generated, including, by more complex defocused and off angle exposure, regular hexagonal gratings. 117 The formation mechanisms of these overlapping features is highly complex. Singer et al. attempted to probe this through the systematic pattern transfer of features produced by 1-10 line exposures. 116 In this process, it could be seen that each exposure did not necessarily result in a new ridge feature. Rather, features would emerge at regular, but uneven intervals (e.g. at a line spacing of 400 nm, new features would emerge at every third and fourth overlapping exposure), with other exposures simply adding small amounts of polymer to the previous ridge. The resultant features, despite their complicated origin, began with only bifurcated size and would collapse to uniform feature width. In this way, sub-spot gratings down to 70 features could be generated (Figure 11c ). Due to the overlapping nature of the patterning, however, any stage vibrations rapidly magnify into large line edge roughness. Further, by using two different laser spot sizes, it was shown that once the resultant features reached this uniform regime, the size and spacing of these features would follow the same, linear trend. The suggestion is that this . It can be seen that by combining the techniques the wavelength of patterning is reduced by up to a factor of 10 compared to EP alone. Reprinted with permission from [137] . Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
behavior must be some function of the polymer fluid, rather than the direct write process. While to date a predictive model of the formation has not been developed, further parametric work will no doubt simplify this challenge. As it stands, however, the ability to generate subwavelength 1 or 2D patterns without the need for pulsed laser systems or immersion optics is highly attractive. Further, the CNT dewetting has already been applied to the device-level fabrication of all-semiconductor CNT transistor architectures, 118 and the laser-induced FLaSk approach has recently been employed in single dot exposures by Dalnoki-Veress and colleagues as a means to generate controlled disturbances on polymer thin films to establish initial conditions for the study of smoothing/dewetting behavior.
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Emerging Directions
While there remains a great deal of work to be done in the optimization, modeling, and applications of the core thermocapillary methods for polymeric patterning, there are two emerging directions that the author envisions as greatly advancing the capabilities of the technique: (i) combinations of multiple capillary methods and (ii) extensions to particle nanocomposites.
The synergy between thermocapillary and solvocapillary methods has already been discussed in the context of MB convection of polymer solutions, where solvocapillary effects are unavoidable, but can be controlled to produce desired structures, and solvothermal FLaSk annealing of BCP, where the enhanced mobility and capillary gradient added by addition of a selective solvent enabled expansion of the processing window. 83 By similar combinations of capillary approaches, the capabilities of the technique can be enhanced in other ways.
One example is the diffusion-induced solvocapillary flow up thermal gradients that has been observed in FLaSk dewetting of metal alloys discussed above- 102, 103 while such mechanisms are less common polymers, they may be deliberately incorporated. For example, several groups have been exploring the UVinduced chemical alteration of polymeric systems to trigger subsequent dewetting during melting. [12] [13] [14] [15] Currently, these effects are limited by the homogenization of the film at lengthy heating, which clears the surface pattern. Tůma et al. exploited this method to create a means to clear thermocapillary dewetting patterns of photoactive azobenzene-doped polymer. 112 In this work, the initial grating exposure would both trigger the dewetting and migration of the photoactive species and a consecutive perpendicular grating exposure would then smooth the film by the rehomogenization of the activated groups (Figure 12a,b) . While this specific effect could have similarly been arrived at by melting the polymer thin film at a high temperature, it reveals how the coupled mechanisms can add additional means for control.
Another successful approach was the combination of transverse ZA with MB convection. As discussed, to obtain the necessary gradients to initiate transverse ZA, very thin films are generally employed, while MB convection cells occur with subtle aspect ratios on thicker films. Recently, to extend patterning effect to microscale features in thin films, Nejati et al. performed transverse ZA on liquid photoresist that was contained under a subthickness oil layer to induce MB convection (Figure 12c) . 129 This is very similar to the work of Xu et al. discussed above, though extended to the 100s of scale (Figure 12d ). 58 In both works, the MB cells deformed the liquid-liquid interface, which could then be locked-in with UV exposure (Figure 12b ). This did not extend the aspect ratio capabilities of the method, but did allow for non-contact patterning of corrugations on the 10s of to scale in a more controlled manner than by relying on stochastic evaporation. Thermocapillary dewetting and MB convection has also been combined in several studies. Weh reported the use of a variety of excitation sources during the evaporation of a polymer solution, including (i) a hot wire point source above and below, (ii) a drilled hole "cold source," and (iii) an ultrasonic transducer.
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Peak temperatures in a given experiment were 30~50 . All of these methods affected the final polymer arrangement by orienting the cells along the lines of the resulting 10 -10 / gradient with a morphology that depended on the solvent-polymer pair and the nature of the excitation. Bormashenko et al. conducted a similar experiment with a much hotter point and line source (~100 ) underneath their evaporating polymer solution. 131 As one might expect, a region without any polymer pattern developed surrounded by MB convectiondominated morphologies occurred. Despite this, thermocapillarity was dismissed as a possible mechanism. More recently, Vieyra Salas et al. explored photothermally-driven evaporation of polymer solutions under infrared laser exposure. 132 By using a digital mirror projector and a water-cooled heatsink, -scale height patterns could be translated into the deposited polymer. By combining thermal, fluid, and evaporative models, a predictive simulation platform was developed that matched trends in feature morphology. These were more accurate for thick films where MB-convection dominated and, due to solute effects, led to accumulation of poly (3,4-ethylenedioxithiophene) :poly(styrenesulfonate) in the illuminated region of evaporating water solutions. The model predicted the heights and widths of these regions. For thinner films of light emitting polymers in mesitylene, where thermocapillary effects were more significant, the height of features was overestimated. Due to themal conductivity effects, the resolution of these features was constrained to 100s of with single amplitude.
Another alternate direction that has emerged for transverse ZA is to combine it with electrocapillary forces to enhance electrohydrodynamic printing (EP). EP is a means of generating aspect ratio 0.5-10 structures in the microscale via application of electric field to a melted prepatterned polymer, [133] [134] [135] similar to electrospinning. A theoretical treatment by Corbett and Kumar suggested that combination of transverse ZA and EP could potentially lead to structuring at a higher resolution than the predicted limit of either technique alone. 136 This was more recently quantified by numerical simulations of Nazaripoor et al. to show that the critical wavelength of EP could be reduced by a factor of up to 10 and transverse ZA by a factor of 1.5-2 (Figure 12e,f) . 137 At the time of writing, the author is unaware of experimental demonstration of this, however, if such a fabrication is successful, then combined EP and transverse ZA forming, with templating, could be utilized for precision microreplication.
Finally, there is a great potential for the combination of the structural ordering observed in longitudinal ZA with the macroscopic morphologies induced by thermocapillary dewetting. In crystalline polymers, it is well known that the alignment of the crystal structure enhances functional properties, including electrical conductivity, 138 piezoelectricity, 139 and thermal conductivity. 140 Taken as a motivating example, organic photovoltaics processed by nanoimprint have been shown to possess both superior crystalline alignment and, thereby, electrical properties. 141 This comes in addition to the benefits of the nanotexture for the formation of ordered bulk heterojunction (OBHJ) structures, having spacing optimized for charge separation (10~100 ) and height optimized for optical absorption (50~200 ). 142, 143 If the dewetting induced by localized or laser heat sources can also be engineered to manipulate the crystal structure of a patterned polymer, it should enable the fabrication of superior polymer devices including OBHJ structures. A similar effect has been recently reported by Choi and Takezoe, who demonstrated that the flow of FLaSk dewetting of a nematic LC could generate alignment in the director domains (Figure 13a-d) , which could then be used to track the mechanism of dewetting flow, revealing a previously unreported tangential mode of thermocapillary motion. 144 Additionally, polymer structure is not only affected by the thermocapillary motion, it can also affect the motion. For example, it was shown by Singer et al. that the mobile gel state of solvent swollen, strongly segregated BCP could lead to both resistance to dewetting and reflow and flattening of the final dewetted profile to a trench-only structure due to the ability for the gel to undergo small relaxations. Nanoparticle-polymer composites add a wide range of functionalities to thermocapillary pattering, such as superior mechanical, optical, thermal, and electrical properties, in a manner that is, to a degree, independent of the particle type. With regards to particle nanocomposites, as discussed above, Karim and colleagues have successfully applied longitudinal ZA with and without soft shear enhancement for the patterning of nanoparticle-polymer composites. 65, [67] [68] [69] Further, thermocapillary manipulation of liquid droplets has been previously been observed direct the motion of particles contained within the droplets. This has been explored with LSA to either direct the deposition 121 or the removal 145 of particles on a target substrate. Similarly, unwanted thermocapillary flow has led to the migration of nanoparticles in inks undergoing laser sintering. [146] [147] [148] Lyutakov et al. even utilized the surface motion of a polymer thin film to move CNTs using rastered FLaSk ( Figure  14a,b) . 149 While the CNTs began and remain on the surface, moved by the progressive ridge formation, it is likely that they also wicked polymer solution into the bundle via capillarity, though this was not investigated.
There exists, however, the additional possibility of patterning nanoparticle-polymer composites in 3D by thermocapillary forces that do not rely on flow of the matrix, but rather the interfacial forces of the particles. Such a driving force is well known in the transport community as a result of the Onsager reciprocal relation for mass transport, wherein Fick's law may take the form: ( 7 ) Where is the mass flux. The second term is the so called thermophoretic effect, 150 and very closely resembles the form of thermocapillarity, but in a general 3D effect. FLaSk processing to drive this thermophoretic effect for the 3D direction of nanoparticles in nanoparticlepolymer composites has recently been reported by Montelongo et al. In this publication, they used pulsed laser interferograms to repeatably reconfigure silver particles into different optical gratings and holograms within a poly(hydroxyethyl methacrylate) matrix ( Figure  14c) . 151 While pulsed lasers tend to reduce thermal effects and it is likely that optical forces played as much of a role as thermal, it is likely that thermal forces were present to a degree to allow the polymer matrix to have a mobility great enough for the migration of the particles. Once again, this highlights the advantage of thermal gradients as driving forces, as they also impart the necessary mobility for arrangement. It remains to be seen whether thermal forces alone, as recently employed for the thermophoretic assembly of gold nanoparticle clusters in water, 152 will be sufficient to drive and arrange metal and other nanoparticles in composites. Considering the results on CNTs, where the highly confined spatial nature of the thermal fields emanating from the tube drove assembly at only a few degrees of difference, it is almost certain that the gradients due to nanoparticle laser heating would be sufficient.
CONCLUSIONS
While the initial observations of thermocapillary phenomena are over a century old, a majority of the research until very recently has sought to mitigate the effects of these generally-unwanted instabilities. As a result, now that there is a desire to employ these techniques for patterning there is already a great deal of research to guide the development of the techniques. What makes thermocapillary processes such a nuisance is exactly what makes them so attractive as a patterning method-their ubiquity. Since thermal excitation is a fundamental thermodynamic driving force, it can be applied to a variety of systems relatively independent of chemistry. Because of this, the lessons learned on a commodity polymer can be applied to designer functional systems towards readily scalable processing. Further, this independence allows for the incorporation and coupling of other patterning or functionality mechanisms through the chemistry, molecular, or macromolecular structures of the patterned polymers. Despite this, there have been relatively few examples of devices or functional architectures patterned by thermocapillary means. This review has attempted to highlight these key results, along with the potential directions forward. Specifically, there is particular promise in (i) the further examination of controlled overlapping of dewetting patterns to achieve desired structures, (ii) the coupling of multiple thermocapillary or other directed assembly methods to push the capabilities and ability to control the final materials properties, and (iii) the application of thermocapillary processing to polymer-nanoparticle composites. While the work of several groups has begun to explore these directions, it is likely that the full potential of thermocapillary methods for micro/nanomanufacturing remains to be demonstrated.
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THERMOCAPILLARY APPROACHES TO THE DELIBERATE PATTERNING OF POLYMERS
This review examines thermocapillary driving forces as a means to drive the structural and topographical arrangement of polymers. Thermal forces are attractive due to their fundamental nature, and past work has shown the ability to obtain a wide variety of patterns. There remains, however, a great deal to be done with regard to multiple patternings and coupled forces. In addition, the application of these processing methods to nanoparticle composites is an emerging and promising direction. 
